Experimental characterization and finite element implementation of soft tissue nonlinear viscoelasticity.
Finite element (FE) models of articular joint structures do not typically implement the fully nonlinear viscoelastic behavior of the soft connective tissue components. Instead, contemporary whole joint FE models usually represent the transient soft tissue behavior with significantly simplified formulations that are computationally tractable. The resultant fidelity of these models is greatly compromised with respect to predictions under temporally varying static and dynamic loading regimes. In addition, models based upon experimentally derived nonlinear viscoelastic coefficients that do not account for the transient behavior during the loading event(s) may further reduce the model's predictive accuracy. The current study provides the derivation and validation of a novel, phenomenological nonlinear viscoelastic formulation (based on the single integral nonlinear superposition formulation) that can be directly inputted into FE algorithms. This formulation and an accompanying experimental characterization technique, which incorporates relaxation manifested during the loading period of stress relaxation experiments, is compared to a previously published characterization method and validated against an independent analytical model. The results demonstrated that the static and dynamic FE approximations are in good agreement with the analytical solution. Additionally, the predictive accuracy of these approximations was observed to be highly dependent upon the experimental characterization technique. It is expected that implementation of the novel, computationally tractable nonlinear viscoelastic formulation and associated experimental characterization technique presented in the current study will greatly improve the predictive accuracy of the individual connective tissue components for whole joint FE simulations subjected to static and dynamic loading regimes.